Advertisement for Research Associate (RA)/SRF Position
Applications are invited from motivated and eligible candidates for the position of Research Associate
(RA) / SRF in a CSIR funded research project titled “Quantum Gravity in Rindler Space”. The project is
broadly in the areas of AdS/CFT Correspondence and applications of Quantum Field Theory in curved
spacetimes.
Duration: Initial appointment is for one year, extendable up to 3 years based on performance and
funding. Successful SRF candidates can also be considered for admission to Ph.D. Programme as a
regular full-time scholar.
Minimum Qualification Required:
For SRF: The candidate must have valid CSIR NET/UGC or equivalent fellowship in physics. MSc in
Physics (preferred), BE, BTech, or equivalent degree, with at least two years of post-MSc, BE, BTech
research experience, as evidenced from published papers in standard refereed journals in the area of
high energy physics would be preferable.
For RA: Candidate should have a relevant PhD degree.
Stipend details and Age limit: As per CSIR norms (Refer to the funding agency website for details).

Please apply online by sending a softcopy of your CV to Dr. Prasant Samantray at
prasant.samantray@iiti.ac.in
Last date for sending the online application is 10th September.

Shortlisted candidates will be required to attend a formal interview to be held on 30th September,
2016 at IIT Indore.
The candidates should bring along valid photo identity card, detailed curriculum vitae (CV) with
contact details (address, phone number, email id), date of birth and qualifications clearly mentioned.
Please attach photocopies of your educational/professional qualifications and publications along with
your CV. Incomplete applications will be rejected. Also, state clearly the post for which you are
applying.

Time and date of interview: 10:00 hrs on September 30, 2016 (Friday).
Venue: To be communicated to the shortlisted candidates in time.
No TA/DA will be paid for appearing in the interview.

